
Contact us today and choose Formite®
Compact Laminate - Melamite for reliable and 
technical solutions to experience exceptional 
performance and wide-ranging applications. 

Formite® General Grade Compact Laminate 
- Melamite for Unparalleled Performance

COMPACT
LAMINATESGeneral Grade

Enabling Infinite Possibilities!

Features

Application

Kitchens

Formaldehyde
emission is null

Durability
& tough

High resistance to
abrasion, shocks
and scratches

Excellent mechanical
and physical

properties

Airports

Exterior Wall 
Cladding

Bathrooms 
and Vanity

Institutions &
Hospitals

Hotels &
Restaurants

Residential & 
Commercial 
Furniture

Commercial 
Buildings and 
Offices Contact Us:

A Company Of
Follow us:

4th Floor, House of Habib, Plot-3, JCHS, Block 7/8,
Shahra-e-Faisal, Karachi - Pakistan.

www.formite.com.pk

+92 320 FORMITE
(3676483)

formite

A Scan
away!

All Details Only



Scan to explore more colors and designs of 
Formite® Melamite – Compact Laminates

Texture 85Dull-Matte 61Gloss 60

Formite® Melamite boasts a comprehensive 
selection of colors, designs, and surface 
textures, catering to a wide array of technical 
and design requirements. With a meticulous 
focus on detail, we offer a range of options 
that are both visually captivating and
technically superior. 

Available Tickness: 1mm to 68mm

General Grade Melamite:

Formite® General Grade Melamite is a 
compact laminate which offers a balance of 
style & performance, making it suitable for 
various projects. It is known for its durability, 
impact resistance, moisture resistance, and 
electric resistance. The layers of kraft paper 
impregnated with phenolic resin and the 
high-pressure manufacturing process result
in a solid, dense material that can withstand 
heavy use and wear.

Due to its excellent properties, general grade 
compact laminate finds applications in both 
residential and commercial settings. It can be 
used for interior surfaces such as partitions, 
wall panels, vanity furniture, cabinets and 
countertops which are commonly installed in 
high-traffic areas such as schools, hospitals, 
restaurants, retail spaces, and public facilities.

Melamine Resin 
Treated

Phenolic Resin
Treated

Kraft Paper
Black or Brown

Decor Paper

Overlay

Melamine Resin
Treated

Decor Paper

Overlay

Formite® Compact Laminate - Melamite is 
engineered for durability and exceptional 
resistance. Its robust engineering and 
advanced materials make it ideal for high-
impact environments. Withstanding heavy 
use and frequent impact, Melamite ensures 
long-lasting performance.

609986376123

Patterns

862675456090

Marbles
900161356134

Fabrics

611361146124

Wood Grains

705050017024

Solids


